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Walk:
Location:

NOC 01
Mountain Centre at Libanus (near Brecon)

Directions:

Go to Libanus then follow brown signs to Mountain Centre. There are different routs
and sat nav may take you a main road way.

Parking:

The clever route is to go across country and not go into Libanus. Instead go to
Defynog, turn left, and then at some point you can find an unmarked lane direct to
the Mountain centre. The long way round will take you to Libanus first. So to find
the short cut clever route, when you return from the mountain centre, exit the
mountain centre turning left, at the T junction turn right instead of left back to
Libanus, carry along this lane for a few miles and you will end up on the main road to
Defynog (turn right to Defynog).
LD3 8NF (takes you to somewhere in Libanus, so once there, follow brown signs to
Mountain Centre).
15.4
0.20
One to two hours all over the mountain
17/11/2008, 22/11/2008, 07/12/2008, 23/12/2008, 03/01/2009, 15/03/2009,
09/08/2009, 31/08/2009, 15/11/2009,
£1.00 or £2.00 depending on length of stay

Pop in to:

Mountain Centre Café and shop

Description:

Go to Libanus via sat nav and then turn up the country lanes to the Mountain Centre
which is a further mile or so from Libanus. Very large open mountain area with
views over Brecon and surrounding area. Loads of flat firm walks, some muddy areas
but mostly close cropped grassland to walk on. Not too hilly as you are parking on
top of the mountain. Lots of sheep but area quite large so dogs can still be let off lead
wherever the sheep are not around. Lots of sheep poo on the ground can mess up
pram wheels. Plenty of water pools and small lakes to wash dogs and pram in.
Mountain bikes probably not allowed here.

Postcode:
Distance (miles):
Time (hours):
Length of Walk:
Dates Walked:

Pictures taken on 09/08/2009:
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Paths are mostly level as you are at the top of the mountain, but there is a second section of hill one can climb
– reasonably gentle incline except at the last few hundred yards to the top.

Good views from this mountain top area all around.

Path on right does involve a bit of a climb – certainly a push for the pram.
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Leaving the mountain centre level area behind, one has the option of climbing up a second area of hill, to get
to the high point which overlooks the Swansea to Brecon road north of Sennybridge, from this white stone
pillar.
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Pictures taken 31/08/2009:
Sheep can be encountered around various corners, so do not let dogs run too far ahead out of your line of
vision when off the lead. Seek out a high point and scan the area for sheep to see if the path ahead is clear.
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The white dog chases if given the chance, so we tether her to the pram, which is useful for a helping pull
uphill.

The golden retriever, Jack, has no interest in sheep following a very firm ticking off on the one and only
occasion he gave chase.

